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The U.S. Department of Defense produces more hazardous waste than the ﬁve biggest U.S.based chemical companies combined and is the biggest contributor to global pollution in the
world.
***
This week, the Department of Defense released a report to Senate Armed Services
Committee Chair Jim Inhofe (R-OK) detailing the threat climate change poses to U.S. national
security. Not only does the report fail to mention U.S. bases that have been destroyed or
evacuated recently due to natural disasters, it completely omits the outsized role the
Pentagon plays in furthering climate change, as the number one polluter in the world.
Inhofe is perhaps most famous for throwing a snowball on the Senate ﬂoor in an attempt to
disprove climate change, which might be the most spectacular instance of a Republican
oﬃcial invoking cold or snowy weather to delegitimize science to date.
But the meme itself runs contrary to science. The warming of the atmosphere causes the
temperature of surface water to get hotter, thereby releasing more moisture in the air,
thereby creating more snowfall.
Be careful and try staying in your house. Large parts of the Country are
suﬀering from tremendous amounts of snow and near record setting cold.
Amazing how big this system is. Wouldn’t be bad to have a little of that good
old fashioned Global Warming right now!
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 20, 2019

The reports were delivered to Inhofe and President Donald Trump, who also denies the
existence of climate change. Two months ago, Trump said that he didn’t believe a study on
climate change involving 13 federal agencies.
Congress had compelled the Pentagon to conduct the assessment on managing “eﬀects of a
changing climate” in the National Defense Authorization Act of 2018.
Report ignores billions in damage
The report studied 79 military complexes, ﬁnding that most are, or will be, at risk of
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becoming severely vulnerable to climate change manifest as ﬂood, wildﬁres, thawing
permafrost, desertiﬁcation, drought and more.
The report does mention two wildﬁres in Colorado in March 2018 that hampered training
exercises, and discusses ﬂood at the Joint Base Langley-Eustis in Virginia. There, the sea
level has risen 14 inches since 1930 and ﬂooding has become “more frequent and severe.”
But the report doesn’t rank the 10 most vulnerable military bases, as it was ordered to do,
and doesn’t include any Marine Corps bases. In September, the Corps’ biggest base on the
East Coast, Camp Lejeune in North Carolina, was damaged to the tune of $3.6 billion by
Hurricane Florence. As a result of the damage, 84,000 gallons of sewage was released on
the base.
The following month, Hurricane Michael ripped through Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida,
with up to 17 F-22 ﬁghter jets damaged or destroyed. Those ﬁghter jets come at a price of
around $339 million apiece, or $5.7 billion for the lot of them. Nonetheless, the appendix to
the Pentagon’s report did not mention Tyndall as one of the Air Forces’ most vulnerable
sites.
In November, the Naval Base Ventura County in California was evacuated as wildﬁres
approached it, but the base was not listed as an installation where wildﬁres pose a “current”
threat — nor were any other bases, for that matter.
“While this climate report acknowledges that nearly all the military installations
it studied are vulnerable to major climate change impacts,” House Armed
Services Committee Chair Adam Smith (D-WA) said in a statement on Friday,
“it fails to even minimally discuss a mitigation plan to address the
vulnerabilities.”
Jack Reed (D-RI), the ranking Democrat on the Committee, accused the Pentagon of
“treating climate change as a back burner issue.”
Wow! #PENTAGON conﬁrms in a #ClimateChange report to @JimInhofe that
the #US has "1774 sites worldwide"!! pic.twitter.com/8OgmjQiMjX
— Zlatko Percinic (@ZlatkoPercinic) January 23, 2019

The report says that the Department of Defense is updating infrastructure “to better adapt
to climate impacts,” citing a separate assessment that “provided a database with
regionalized sea level scenarios… for 1,774 [Department of Defense] sites worldwide.”
The globe as Pentagon’s trashcan
As MintPress News previously reported, the Department of Defense produces more
hazardous waste than the ﬁve biggest U.S.-based chemical companies combined and is the
biggest contributor to global pollution in the world.
Hundreds of U.S. military bases are listed as “superfund sites” by the Environmental
Protection Agency. Of the roughly 1,200 Superfund sites in the U.S., nearly 900 (close to 75
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percent) are either abandoned military sites or related to the military. The 900 ﬁgure does
not include current military installations. Camp Lejeune is one such base.
The U.S. has polluted the earth immeasurably through its testing of nuclear bombs. On the
Marshall Islands alone, the U.S. dropped more than 60 nukes in the 1940’s and 1950’s. In
Iraq, U.S. policies have created severe desertiﬁcation of 90 percent of the land, turning a
country that used to export large quantities of food into a country that imports 80 percent of
its food.
The U.S. military’s use of depleted uranium and Agent Orange, among other chemicals, has
also contributed to climate change and environmental destruction. Its 19 aircraft carriers
and ships that function as such also consume huge amounts of fuel — as do the jets, tanks,
and other machinery at the Department of Defense’s 1,774 military sites.
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